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Dear reader,
We presented our most recent Sustainability Report two years ago –
in that case for Vebego AG. The present report encompasses all subsidiaries of Vebego Schweiz Holding AG and will henceforth appear
in this form on a yearly basis. With the report, we intend to provide
you a transparent and comprehensive picture of what we do for our
employees and how we secure jobs, sustainably develop customers
and protect both people and the environment.
But let me first take a look back at the challenging year of 2020. Yes, even we had to temporarily bring in
short-time work, but no one would lose their job with us due to a crisis of this sort. We are a family company. We stick together, act with care and take the long view.
In 2020, Vebego was named a ‘Great Place to Work’ in Switzerland. That’s extremely gratifying for us,
because it’s the workers themselves who are saying it. Last year in particular, they did an amazing job.
Working from home wasn’t an option for our cleaning staff. They ensured, on site, that places such as
nursery schools and rooms in hospitals were professionally cleaned and free of viruses. Our care personnel also supported hospitals and patients in this difficult time, and with 35 employees helped set up the
first vaccination centre in Basel, providing up to 1,000 vaccinations per day. In doing so, they played an
important role in helping to contain the pandemic and contribute to people’s well-being.
The safety of employees, as well as customers and partners, was and remains the top priority. We
introduced measures to this effect way back in February 2020. But a sense of security also depends on
being able to count on keeping your job. That’s why we’re pushing our industry forwards together with our
partners. Along with its companies, over the past few years Vebego has successfully transformed from the
erstwhile cleaning company into a leading property and facility management company while establishing itself as a market leader in data trust and private care as well as job placement for health and social
services.
This enables us to boost the economic performance of the company and secure our over 8,000 jobs.
To improve the resource efficiency for our processes and products, in 2020 Vebego devised a set of measures that indicates how Vebego saves material and energy and how it can shift to environmentally friendly
alternatives and establish new working models with which personnel resources can be deployed with
optimum efficiency. These measures will enable us to save an estimated 556 tonnes of CO2 by 2025, which
is roughly the equivalent of 840 flights from Zurich to New York for a single person.
But New York is not in our plans. Rather, Vebego International is committed to working towards making
all of our activities carbon-neutral as quickly as possible. We want to accomplish this by 2030 at the latest.
And obviously we will do our part to achieve this goal here in Switzerland as well.
We wish you an informative read. If you have any thoughts, we would be glad to hear from you. We look
forward to your feedback.
Kind regards,

Dr Giuseppe Santagada
CEO Vebego Schweiz Holding
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‘It was exhausting, very
instructive and I had a lot
of fun. I would like to do
another Vebego Day as a
gardener or caretaker.’
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Helping each other

Nadine Keller
Payroll Accounting

When Ronald handed over reins of operational
control of our company to Ton at the beginning
of 2021, coronavirus had long since assumed
functional control over our everyday lives. We
had carefully prepared the transition far in
advance – in keeping with our values as a family company. Ronald had led the company with
sound judgement for 16 years of occasionally
turbulent times, not the least of which was
last year. Vebego is financially healthy, stable
and well positioned.

We don’t think in quarters, but in generations.
We want to make a real contribution to making
our world a better place. The coronavirus crisis
has shown us more than ever before that this is
the right way.
People are sick with the virus, many suffer
loneliness, some have even lost relatives or
friends. We’ve all been very touched by that. As
a company, we’ve pulled even closer together, putting all our focus on the safety of our
employees and on helping our customers to
restore the world to health and strengthen the
long-term vitality of Vebego.

has proven indispensable in this crisis. Everyone at Vebego has given their all to keep society
going – in very real and urgent ways.
Helping each other. Team spirit. Togetherness. The solidarity that has emerged in this
crisis is huge and reflects the strong foundation
we have as a collective – as a family company.
So we are all the more optimistic that we will be
able to develop Vebego together in a successful
and sustainable manner.

Much of the work done by the Vebego family

Ton Goedmakers
CEO
Vebego International

Ronald Goedmakers
Board of Directors
Vebego International
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About us
Vebego Schweiz Holding AG (‘Vebego’), based in Zurich, is one of the leading providers of real
estate and facility management services in Switzerland.

WHAT WE STAND FOR
Vebego is a company of people for people.

The holding company is a 100% self-financed family business. With some 8,000 staff, it generated
over CHF 240 million in turnover in 2020.
The parent company Vebego International B.V. employs over 36,000 staff. The family-owned business is active in its home market, the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany as well as Switzerland
and Liechtenstein.
Among other services, Vebego specialises in cleaning buildings, manages properties, manages environmental and construction projects, handles postal and logistics services and provides security
services. In the aviation and health and social sectors, it offers services tailored to the respective
industry and the individual customer. It also advises companies and private individuals in the area
of data trust for digital facilities management.

OPERATING UNDER THE UMBRELLA OF VEBEGO

Vebego AG
 omplete range of
C
facility services for
properties
Highest-revenue
subsidiary with 20
branch offices in
Switzerland

The work should be a pleasure for our employees, and make them happy. They should feel that
their work is meaningful, for themselves and for
the community.
Our employees enjoy our trust, our respect and
our appreciation.
We place great importance on people’s health
and safety. We also get involved beyond the walls of our company to serve the community: with our
Vebego Foundation, we have been actively engaged in collaborative development work for over 10
years.
And protecting our environment and sparing use of resources are not just slogans for us. For us,
these values are essential in order to provide a secure future for our employees.

CarePeople
Vebego Airport
Services tailored
to Zurich Airport
(e.g. maintenance
of buildings and
preparation and
cleaning of the
airplane cabins)

Move Consultants
Vebego Santé

Cleaning services

Consulting and
services tailored to
the health sector
for greater cost
efficiency and
higher quality of
support services
(e.g. bed logistics,
of cleaning and
laundry service)

Complete range
of facility services
for premium properties. Services
range from cleaning to technical
maintenance and
even concierge
services.

Consulting related
to property and facility management,
incl. data trust,
digital facilities
management and
the creation of digital images of real
estate portfolios

 lacement of speP
cialist personnel
in institutions in
the health and
social services
sector, private
care and care for
vulnerable people
in collaboration
with partners

i
The Vebego

Foundation

was created to initiate, organise and

support social projects for children

and youths.

Our social commitment is based
on three themes: care, education and
employment.

Our objective? Impact
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COVID-19 in 2020
Since the founding of the Dutch parent company in 1943, Vebego has developed into a working
environment that is healthy and safe for employees. We vigorously pursue the goal of preventing work accidents to the greatest possible extent and thereby contribute to the long-term
health of our employees.

FACTS & FIGURES

> 300

crisis team calls

SAFETY

30

crisis team
repostings

60

CEO messages
and communiqués

IN THE COVID ERA
Coronavirus has underscored just how important professional cleaning and disinfection are. Through their work,
our employees, and in particular our on-site cleaning staff, have made offices and workplaces safe and free of
viruses and thereby made an important contribution to containing the pandemic. Their safety, and that of partners
and customers, is Vebego’s highest priority.

• In February 2020, Vebego convenes a coronavirus crisis team under the leadership of
the CEO. Daily meetings via video conference
follow.

data @Teams
(over 100 documents)

• A
 ll quarantine cases and returnees from
high-risk countries and regions are recorded
and traced.

• The workforce is given regular training.

• An internal coronavirus hotline is set up.

‘Not everyone can clean.
You need specialised
knowledge and the right
products. A full disinfection of contaminated
rooms, for example – as
we have done in school
buildings and nurseries, for
example – must be carried
out according to precisely
defined work steps. We are
specially trained for that.’
Danijela Gajic,
Property Lead

3286

user accesses
on Teams

• A
 ll employees infected with COVID-19 are
contacted and receive a get-well-soon card
as an expression of our sympathy and support.

• P
 rotective measures are developed on the
basis of official and internal specifications
and implemented on an ongoing basis to
protect employees and customers.

• A
 ll activities are documented on an ongoing
basis (over 200 documents).

4.2 GB

> 100

30

members in
crisis team

cross-border
commuters daily

i
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In 2020, over 10%
of management opted for

NO SERIOUS ACCIDENTS
Even amid the strains the the COVID crisis, the focus on occupational safety in everyday operations
remains central. Vebego has continuously improved the measures for a safe working environment
over recent years. These efforts are bearing fruit. In the year under review, no fatal work accidents
and no work-related illnesses were reported. Moreover, the number of work accidents and absences due to illnesses has remained steady.
For the past several years, our company has been a member of the Swiss Organisation for Occupational Safety & Health for the Cleaning Profession (Trägerschaft Arbeitssicherheit & Gesundheitsschutz Reinigung).
The Vebego safety system is based on the ‘Occupational safety’ industry solution from Allpura,
the Association of Swiss Cleaning Companies. Every year, Allpura highlights selected safety- and
health-related issues. Vebego actively supports these awareness-raising campaigns by Allpura.

NO (0)
SERIOUS
WORK
ACCIDENTS

IMPACT OF COVID-19
The first lockdown from
mid-March to the end of
June 2020 had no impact
on work accidents in that
period.

ILLNESS
ABSENCE
RATE 2.3%

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY
The Organisation for Occupational Safety & Health for the
Cleaning Profession is represented by representatives
of the industry associations Allpura (German-speaking
Switzerland) and AIPCT (Ticino) as well as union representatives. Allpura works closely with industry associations in western Switzerland. The ‘Building cleaning’
industry solution was developed in collaboration with
SUVA, the largest accident insurer in Switzerland and is
continuously developed and enhanced.

WORK
ACCIDENTS
ABSENCE
RATE 0.9%

INITIATIVES AND
MEASURES

short-time work.

Vebego continuously launches initiatives that
further promote safe and healthy work:
in 2018, the option of part-time work was introduced at management level as well.
A healthy work-life balance is important to us.
For this reason, Vebego introduced ‘Balance
Days’ for managers in early 2020. If someone
has used up all their holidays, they have the
right to claim two to five additional days off.

Safeway defines guiding principles and goals
to ensure and continually improve the safety
of our employees and partners. For instance,
monthly campaigns provide health and safety
tips.
As part of Safeway, Vebego launched the online
system LiSA (Life Safety – Active). Using the
system, inspection of personal fall protection
equipment can be digitally documented and
managed. The online platform enables the
safety officer to get a transparent overview of
the relevant data while an app continuously
checks whether the fall protection equipment
fulfils all the prerequisites for safe use.

Patrizia Gargiulo, Head of Payroll Accounting

RETURNING
AFTER AN ACCIDENT
Accidents can never be completely ruled out in
spite of all safety measures. But Vebego actively
supports injured employees and their return to
work.
Patrizia Gargiulo, Head of Payroll Accounting
at Vebego AG, is active in the reintegration process and has had a positive experience with the
reintegration programme from Suva.
For instance, for a long-time employee who
was unable to carry out his usual job for several
months due to a shoulder fracture, Vebego
provided an alternative job that was sufficiently easy on his shoulder and body during the
rehabilitation period. In July 2020, he was able
to return to his old job at full strength. The reintegration was carried out in collaboration with
SUVA and is certified by SUVA.

\ 11
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Sustainable action for
a better world
The Sustainability Report from Vebego will henceforth provide an annual overview of how we are
meeting our responsibility towards people and the environment and how our company is progressing toward its stated goals.
Vebego takes its orientation from the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) of the United Nations and concentrates on the following three goals:
1. Good health and well-being
2. Decent work and economic growth
3. Climate action

Good health

Climate action

and well-being
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We pursue this goal by
supporting our employees as they enhance
their skills, ensuring
a healthy and safe
work environment
and recognising and
appreciating them.
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CLIMATE
ACTION

DEVELOPMENT

GENDER
EQUALITY

We pursue this goal by actively
working to limit our environmental impact and
promote sustainability
in our collaboration
with our partners.
We are committed to using the
resources at our
disposal sparingly.

i
Carbon footprint
In order to significantly reduce
our footprint from 2020 onwards, we
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must reduce carbon emissions –
a condition that applies to all
Decent work and economic growth

We pursue this goal by doing our part for the sustainable development of the industry, ensuring
continuity as an employer and promoting equal opportunity. We want to offer all of our customers
and partners the best service and to work together in a fair, constructive and solution-oriented
manner.

decisions in the areas of commercial

spaces, work clothing
and mobility. For Vebego, these are
the three pillars in which CO2 reductions
have the greatest impact.

We aim to be climate-neutral by 2030
and until then will offset the total annual

CO2 emissions of our fleet by

investing in Gold Standard
sustainability projects.
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Employee
development
Vebego is a responsible employer. We offer our employees opportunities, support them in
their professional development and ensure that they can develop their technical competence.
Through our Vebego Academy, we offer a diverse range of training and educational opportunities.

VEBEGO ACADEMY
The ‘Vebego Academy’ training model offers all employees the opportunity to expand their knowledge and develop themselves personally. The goal is to develop their potential in a holistic way and
thereby also strengthen their unique character. In our industry, winning personalities with strong
communication and empathy make all the difference.

HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT

Ration
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int

HOW I THINK
Knowledge and skills

Emo
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n
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IQ

a

EQ
PERSONALITY

gence
elli
nt
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e
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lli

HOW I FEEL
Empathy and respect

SQ
S oc

ial intelligence

HOW I ACT
Teamwork ability and effective communication

i
In 2020,

489 employees underwent further
training.

i
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There were 137 job changes and

47 internal promotions

THE VEBEGO TRAINING MODEL SUPPORTS
INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT
To further professionalise the Academy, Vebego is pursuing a collaboration with HWZ (Zurich University of Applied Sciences in Business Administration) and Swissrei (Swiss Real Estate Institute).
The aim is to train active and incoming managers in a targeted way for the new challenges in the
professional environment.

INTERNAL BEFORE EXTERNAL
Vebego relies on its in-house talent. They come first. In the year under review, a number of management positions were once again filled with in-house talent.

SYSTEMATIC DEVELOPMENT
Vebego employs 8,000 people in Switzerland.
To better recognise and develop talent, in 2018
Vebego implemented the talent management
software rexx systems (rexx for short). This
enables us to develop talent in a systematic and
individualised way through analogue or digital
training modules and courses. The software
also supports the handling of employee reviews
and offers tools (e.g. questionnaires for self-

I started out with Vebego AG in the role of production support in 2015. I was able to gain a lot
of valuable experience from the very beginning,
and just one year after my hiring I was promoted to the Santé property lead position at
the Cantonal Hospital of Graubünden – that’s
despite having no leadership experience at the
time.

and external assessment) that can serve as the
basis for discussions in personal interviews.
This makes it possible to unite the abilities and
potential of the individual with training opportunities and career planning in optimal fashion.

Through the support, promotion and trust of my
supervisors, I was able to keep progressing all
the time. Since 2019, I have held the position of
Regional Director of Vebego Santé for Northwest Switzerland. In addition to my professional
success, I have also been able to complete three
CAS in the field of ‘Health Service Management’
and will also soon complete my master’s thesis
in this course of study.
Fabienne Beeli,
Santé Regional Director for Northwest
Switzerland

I was able to start my career with Vebego three
years ago at the age of 60. My motivation was
huge and I could hardly wait to put my skills and
professional experience to use once again in
a new job. After starting as the Section Director for Special Cleaning for Vebego Ticino, in
October 2019 I was also entrusted with the job
of Team Leader FM Ticino. In March 2021, I
became Site Manager for the Ticino Branch – a
position I very much look forward to staying in
for some years to come. Thank you, Vebego, for
giving me the opportunity back then! My new
career has begun and retirement can wait.
Teodoro Catanese
Ticino Branch Site Manager

\ 17
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Recognition and
appreciation
Recognition and appreciation feel good and motivate people. This, in turn, has a positive impact
on productivity and the economic performance of the company. Since 2020, we’ve known for
certain: our employees feel recognised and appreciated. They get involved,
they can be themselves and be authentic. Their personal opinion is respected and solicited
by supervisors. And that’s not the verdict of just anyone, but our own employees, as well as the
jurors of the Great Place to Work Switzerland organisation.

VEBEGO IS A ‘GREAT PLACE TO WORK’
It’s all the more gratifying because the honour is regarded as the gold
standard for evaluating workplace culture.
As one of 155 Swiss companies and the only representative of its industry, in the year under review Vebego landed the highly regarded seal
of quality in its first go. What’s more, Vebego also received the ‘Great
Place to Start’ award as the best apprentice programme, of which we
are also very proud.

‘Vebego Day was an opportunity for me to get out of
my comfort zone and experience a change of perspective. The experience
of being at the customer’s
location and getting to
meet the customer personally was inspiring. – It
was an eventful day and
my respect for our employees on site has never been
greater.’
Amalie Asatrian,
HR & Administration

The certificates increase our visibility and underscore both internally and outwardly that Vebego
is not only a reliable employer, but indeed an inspiring working environment offering great future
prospects. But Vebego won’t be satisfied with this success and rest on its laurels – on the contrary:
the certification is part of our strategy to become one of the preferred employers in the industry.
We will use both the positive and the critical feedback from employees to continue to improve.
There is room for improvement in training, for example. Concepts are constantly being optimised
in this area.

GREAT PLACE TO WORK WORKS WITH A GLOBALLY
RENOWNED EVALUATION MODEL
The renowned consulting and research institute
Great Place to Work works with a proprietary,
globally established model for the quantifiable assessment of workplace culture. The top
criteria are appreciation, prospects, credibility,
respect and fairness. For employees, making a
valuable contribution to society is increasingly
important. Above all, one factor remains central: trust – including in the leadership qualities
of management.

i
As a new bearer of the label ‘Best
Workplace’, Vebego will have a role
model function that places even more
emphasis on responsible conduct and
customer-orientation.

i
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In 2019, 32 employees
from management and the administra-

tion got to know the operations of 16
companies over a period of

256 hours

REVAMPED
HR POLICY
• Diversity and inclusion are central themes
for the founding family and thus for Vebego
as a whole.

VEBEGO DAY – WALKING IN SOMEONE ELSE’S SHOES
Vebego Day was introduced in 2018: it sees desk workers go to the front lines for a day, as it were
– cleaning floors or taking up gardening tools. The idea is to give employees in the administration and management a deeper understanding of our services and feel the physical strains of this
exhausting work. It’s an experience that breaks down barriers. And those working in the field can
show how valuable the work is that they do. In the year under review, Vebego Day was cancelled
due to the pandemic, but is slated to take place again this year.

VEBEGO FESTIVAL –
MARKED BY THE PANDEMIC
The annual Vebego Festival at the turn of the
year always brings employees from every line
of work together for a shared experience.
Everyone is invited to the Festival, irrespective
of their workloads, including all cleaning staff
with minimal hours and all apprentices. We all
get together to celebrate the successes of the
preceding year.
But in 2020 everything was different due to
the pandemic, so we could only hold three of
the popular Festivals before the first lockdown
phase went into effect.

• Vebego does not tolerate conduct that violates the dignity of any person. The ‘Sexual
Harassment’ regulation was revised in 2020
and all employees were informed of the
change.
• Vebego does not accept any form of violence, including bullying. In this context, we
have been working with Krisenintervention
Schweiz since July 2020.
• Hotline: in case of issues related to sexual harassment, bullying and and violence,
employees can seek advice free of charge
via the hotline. This hotline is operated by
Krisenintervention Schweiz.

MEANINGFUL WORK
Using the unique ‘Meaningful Work’ survey method, which we developed together with scientists,
we are able to determine what our employees find truly important in their work and how satisfied
they are. The results from the anonymously conducted survey provide insights regarding the extent
to which our employees perceive their work as meaningful and where we can still improve as an
employer. At Vebego, five key factors have emerged and proven useful in understanding how we
can make our work meaningful:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Knowing why you do the work
Receiving attention and involvement from supervisors or customers
Developing technical competence
Fostering positive cooperation
Creating good conditions

GREATER FINANCIAL
SECURITY
• The pension fund regulation was changed in
favour of employees in 2020 and came into
effect on 1 January 2021.
• The payroll ceiling for lower management
was removed.
• The benefits for employees were optimised.

i
Meaningful Work
survey results with a
response rate of 63%:

– Satisfaction with work 8/10

– Employees are happy 8.5/10
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Equal opportunity
for all
Vebego is committed to equal opportunity for all and does not consider the age, gender or
origin of the applicant in its recruiting process. Rather, we believe that diverse teams achieve
better results and therefore create added value.
We are also committed to integrating and offering opportunities to disadvantaged people such as
refugees.

SIPAN ASAF – HIS
WORK SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

‘Having grown up in a completely different culture,
my first years in Switzerland were a challenge. But
Vebego was always there
when I needed help – even
in private matters. I really
appreciate that! I can really
see how I have developed
– as a person, but also as
a specialist in cleaning. I
want to take responsibility
and keep moving forward.
With the opportunities and
support that I receive here,
everything is possible!’
Sipan Asaf,
Building Cleaner

In 2016, Sipan Asaf arrived in Switzerland as
a refugee from Syria – with little luggage and
zero knowledge of German, but full of hope and
a strong will. His first port of call, directly after
arriving, was language classes. His second
stop, in November 2016, was the Zurich job fair.
Here, the young man met an old hand from Vebego: Heinz Bucher, Head of Technical Training.
This was followed by a trial apprenticeship as
a building cleaner and today – after countless
hours of studying German in his free time –
Asaf is on his way to completing his apprenticeship as a federally certified building cleaner
(EFZ) in 2021. There is absolutely no doubt that

he will complete the programme. His work
speaks for itself.

REFUGEES AND PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Vebego is committed to the integration of refugees with the aim of integrating them in the work
process and offering them prospects for the future. In 2020, we were able to hire multiple people
with refugee status. In addition to the integration of refugees, we are also committed to offering
opportunities to people who are eligible for supplemental payments from invalidity insurance.
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OVER 50

FIGHT AGAINST UNEMPLOYMENT

Employees who have passed the age of 50 generally report having more difficulty finding a suitable
new job. Vebego, however, has been setting a good example for years and regularly hires people
who are over the age of 50. We believe that trained specialists with so much professional experience can add great value to our company.

In western Switzerland, Vebego has made a particular contribution to the fight against unemployment in the region, especially among young people.

AGE, GENDER, NATIONALITIES
Vebego’s workforce is over 70% women. Most of
our employees work in cleaning. Among administrative staff, the share of female employees
is 46%. This is comparable to most companies
operating in Switzerland.

Operational
70 % women

Administrative
46 % women

We offer meaningful work to employees from 94 different countries and are proud to bring together
so many cultures in our company. We also believe that this diversity is an asset for our company
and that the individual cultures influence each other in a positive way. These positive effects can be
observed time and again in a variety of different teamwork scenarios.

This effort was recognised by the canton of
Geneva with the ‘Responsible Employer 2020’
award.

In the canton of Vaud, Vebego has worked
together with the cantonal section of Swiss
Labour Assistance (SAH) (French: OSEO) to
recruit 100 formerly unemployed people over
the last five years.
Furthermore, since 2018 all branches in
French-speaking Switzerland have adopted
the commercial apprenticeship training programme and have qualified as training centres
(designation for companies offering apprenticeships). Vebego took on two graduates as
permanent employees who had been trained in
partnership with SAH/OSEO and had previously
received social assistance.

The designation for training companies was introduced in
western Switzerland in 1997 by the State Secretariat for
Education, Research and Innovation and was launched
nationally in 2004.
It is a recognition of the training companies for their
commitment to vocational education and training.

i
In 2020, Vebego hired

289 employees over the age of 50. The
oldest person hired was 72 years old.
In 2020 Vebego hired multiple
people who were forced to leave their
home countries.
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Advancing
the industry
The facility management industry is ever-changing. Vebego endeavours to help shape the market and takes an active role in the industry. It works closely with universities, associations and
consultants and develops in-house solutions to advance the market.

Staffing service providers faced major challenges in 2020. Some companies were obliged to
shift to more short-time work.
Despite the challenges, Vebego subsidiary
CarePeople has been been honoured as one of
the best staffing service providers in the country for the fourth time on the trot.
Every year, Handelszeitung and Le Temps select
recruitment agencies that not only know the
Swiss market in detail, but are also at the forefront of the industry with innovative and digital
solutions.
CarePeople 2020 is also likely to have impressed the papers with its online platform

‘I’m extremely impressed
by the high performance
standard delivered under
such extreme time pressure. Changing 520 pillowcases in the A380 in just
50 minutes is a real challenge!’
Walter Schärer,
Director of Business Development

CarePeoplePool.ch, among other winning
features. Those who work on a temporary and
part-time basis are particularly keen to have a
say and also be able to decide at short notice
what the schedule should look like in the days
ahead. On the other hand, hospitals, homes
and outpatient care services are increasingly
dependent on being able to cover staff shortages at short notice.
This is where CarePeoplePool.ch comes into
play. It brings supply and demand together in
a process-optimised manner. As our name
suggests, we care for people and see to it that
well-trained professionals can be put to good
use where they are needed most, and the platform supports us in this effort.

i
Approx. 145,000 employees in
Switzerland work in the facility management market. The industry as a whole

generates turnover of approx 1.5% of
Swiss GDP

i
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6 Vebego employees are involved in
committee work in the industry association Allpura.

EXPERTS AND UNIVERSITIES

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS

In 2020, Vebego joined with five auditing experts in the field of building cleaning and other specialists to push the advancement of the industry. Our specialists in the various technical fields lecture
at universities and universities of applied sciences and serve as experts for technical examinations
and federal diplomas. In this way, we make our knowledge available to the entire industry. The
transfer of knowledge and new, theoretical input also flows back in the other direction, thereby
benefiting both sides.
Vebego is active in various industry associations. We are a member of Allpura and the
central chairman is one of our own. Vebego
also participates in the examination board for
specialised training. Allpura is the employers’
association for the cleaning industry and represents the companies in their cooperation with
social partners in particular. This encompasses
negotiations on the CEA and sitting on the joint
commission and the occupational safety committee. Allpura is also responsible for developing important standards for the industry.

Vebego is a member of the international industry association Fiden too. Here it mainly exerts
influence by providing a member of the board of
directors. Vebego is also a member of the associations FM SVIT, FM Pro and IFMA Switzerland.
One of the ways in which the facility management market in Switzerland is evolving
is through consultants, who work with both
customers and service providers. Vebego maintains particularly close contact with consultants
such as Drees & Sommer, Reso Partners and
pom+Consulting.

i
Vebego is represented by the

central chairman of Allpura
and a member of the board of
directors of the international industry
association Fiden
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i
Soobr offers demand-oriented planning of cleaning rounds and manages
the operational staff via a mobile device.
The system enables complete and
dynamic mapping of service specifications and room-level direction of
complex work orders. By integrating our
own sensor data or existing data from
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Securing jobs and
growth

the customer infrastructure, cleaning
frequencies can be additionally adapted
based on the effective use of the space.

Vebego knows that it can only be successful in the long run if it continues to develop technologically. This is the only way we can remain competitive and continue to be a responsible employer.

This way, only the areas that are actually
used are cleaned.
One of the keys to this is digitalisation. But there’s a caveat: the call for digitalisation and innovation may be loud – new solutions, ideas and use cases are launched every day, but here at Vebego
we don’t believe in overnight revolutions. It’s a process of building and learning with selected
partners over a more extended period of time. The solutions must be simple and straightforward,
but also not easily copied by every other market participant.

PARTNERSHIP WITH SOOBR
We have a promising partnership with the Soobr team. In this constellation, we see excellent
opportunities to fundamentally change and
optimise our business model in the field of
cleaning. Soobr is a technology company based
in Bern, Switzerland, and a driving force behind
the digital transformation of the cleaning industry. Their Soobr Smart Cleaning platform helps
us deploy our employees according to demand
and thus provide our customers with transparent and flexible cleaning services.

of 15% on average. The application is also
user-friendly. Our cleaning staff can navigate in
a building plan with just a few clicks. This also
makes induction easy for Vebego and minimises training requirements.

More than 200 cleaning rounds are carried out
with Soobr every day, achieving time savings

i
More than 200

cleaning

rounds are carried out with
Soobr every day, achieving time
savings of 15% on average.
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CUSTOMER SURVEY WITH THE NET PROMOTER SCORE (NPS)
Vebego has always sought to establish long-term relationships with its partners. We conducted a
group-wide international customer satisfaction survey for the first time in November 2020. Beyond
the gratifyingly high response rate for the Swiss survey, we are very proud to have achieved a Net
Promoter Score of over 44. In particular, the numerous positive responses are extremely valuable to us in our efforts to further optimise our services. But the critical feedback also gives us an
incentive to continuously improve.
We have been dedicated to giving back to the
community for many years now. So before the
survey, we defined an amount to be donated
to the social institution Save the Children for
each survey participant. Thanks to the copious
participation, we will be transferring an additional financial contribution to the organisation.
A heartfelt thank you to all customers and
employees.

HELPING TOGETHER
In Switzerland alone, Vebego employs over 8,000 people from more than 94 countries and many of
our employees have families and relatives from almost every corner of the world.
With our financial support to the ‘Save the Children’ organisation, we’re making a small contribution to helping children and families around the world experience better living conditions.

i
In 2020, we achieved a

Net Promoter Score of NPS

44 – an

outstanding score
compared to the competition.
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‘Vebego Day was a very
positive and eventful experience for me. I was
very impressed by our
operational colleagues'
team-spirit and the enjoyment they took in their
work. I’d do it again any
time!’
Vera Morger,
HR & Administration
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Ensuring quality
In times of fierce competition and comparable services, quality of service is the deciding factor
when it comes to which provider a customer will choose. That is why Vebego carries out regular
quality checks both independently and with the customer. The effort pays off: in 2020, over 80%
of customers rated our services as ‘good/very good’.

As our company faces strong competition from
its competitors, it is essential for us to produce
a very high standard of work. To ensure that
we do so, we have established extensive quality
controls. This enables us to deliver services
that exceed customer expectations.
Quality controls start with their annual planning. The quality check process is based on
previous visits and feedback. The check is
carried out by Vebego or together with the customer if they wish. In 2020, Vebego carried out
approximately 15,400 quality checks. Over 2,000
of these checks were carried out together with
the customer.

We are very happy to report that 83% of our
customers are already satisfied with our services today. In order to keep this satisfaction at
a high level, we communicate with customers
with a view to answering the following questions:
What are the customer’s needs?
Where is there potential for optimisation?

All checks are logged and the documents are
stored electronically.
THE MAJORITY OF CUSTOMERS GIVE
A ‘GOOD/VERY GOOD’ RATING
3%

14 %

Good/very good
Satisfactory
Unsatisfied

83 %

i
In 2020, approx. 15,400
quality checks were carried out.
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Social responsibility
For Vebego, our responsibility towards employees, customers and partners is our top priority.
Beyond that, we also want to make a real contribution to making our world a better place.

With the Vebego Foundation and the vigorous
support of Vebego employees, we are also involved in developing countries and help vulnerable populations improve their infrastructure.
The Vebego Group decided to establish the
foundation after the devastating tsunami in
Thailand in 2004. The Goedmakers family, the
founding family of Vebego, is committed not
only to donating money, but to being actively involved in building and developing the countries
of origin of our employees. For almost 15 years,
there have been two to three construction trips
every year to countries such as Sri Lanka, Haiti,
South Africa, Ghana and Morocco. Vebego employees take part in these construction trips. In
doing so, we support social projects and have a
sustainable and positive impact on the community and the residents by building schools
and nurseries. In addition to the benefits to the
local population, we also see a benefit for our
employees, who spend a week in a completely
new environment and experience first-hand the
difficult circumstances under which some of
our colleagues grew up.

‘Today has opened our eyes
to how we should conduct
ourselves in everyday life
towards visually impaired
people. We would like to
contribute to making them
feel safer on the roads.’
Sandra Giordano,
Head of HR Operations

In the COVID-plagued year of 2020, however, it
was not possible to commit ourselves to such
a project. It was likewise not possible to hold
our annual lunch for all Vebego employees at
the headquarters in Zurich. The event is usually
organised by the apprentices, who cook for
the entire workforce. Up to 40 people take part
in each of these events. The proceeds from
these events are donated in full to the Vebego
Foundation.
Nevertheless, we were able to make a smaller
social contribution in 2020 on International
White Cane Safety Day. It takes place on 15
October each year.

‘THE WHITE CANE MEANS
STOP! THE WHITE CANE HAS
THE RIGHT OF WAY – ALWAYS
AND EVERYWHERE.’

This is the message of the ‘Safe in traffic’
awareness campaign. The Zurich-Schaffhausen
section of the Swiss Association for the Blind
and the Winterthur city police provided information in Uster and Winterthur, Zurich canton,
about everyday life with the white cane and
what the public can do to ensure smooth coexistence. Six employees from Vebego’s Human
Resources department supported the activities. The Vebego team also provided financial
support.

WHITE CANE SAFETY DAY
Associations for the blind around the world have declared 15 October White Cane Safety Day in order to raise
awareness of the challenges faced by blind and visually
impaired people in road traffic. Around 370,000 people in
Switzerland are blind or visually impaired.

AMBASSADORS
Vebego wants to achieve tangible improvements for our
society and make a real social impact. For this reason,
Vebego has appointed selected members of executive
management, managing directors of the branches and
members of management as ambassadors. In bi-annual
meetings, they discuss ways in which Vebego can make a
difference and discuss specific projects and how they can
be implemented.

i
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Our clothing supplier has defined

Sustainable
partnerships

13 performance criteria as the basis
for its sustainable operations.

Vebego attaches great importance to sustainable partnerships. Before we enter into a collaboration, we assess whether potential partners have the appropriate certifications, services and
qualities that differentiate them from the competition.

MACHINES

CLOTHES
When sourcing clothing, we ensure that no
child labour is used, that employees are paid
appropriately and that suppliers have the appropriate quality labels.
The fabrics of the work clothing are made
especially for us and then dyed according to
our specifications. Here again, we take care to
ensure conservation of resources.

our clothing supplier produces many items of
our work clothing in accordance with Oeko-Tex
Standard 100 and has again been successfully
certified and verified in accordance with the
following standards since the last reporting
period:
•
•
•
•
•

Oeko-Tex Standard 100 (20 July 2020)
ISO 9001:2015 (21 February 2019)
ISO 14001:2015 (21 May 2020)
ISO 45001:2018 (21 May 2020)
BSCI verification audit (10 June 2019)

Wetrok
On the product side, the ergonomic and
resource-conserving Discomatic Bolero was
launched in 2019. With regard to hazardous
waste disposal, lead-containing battery waste
was reduced through the gradual introduction
of cleaning machines with more energy-efficient lithium batteries.

CLEANING AGENTS
Vebego has set itself the goal of working
towards using only cleaning agents that have a
demonstrably low impact on the environment.
In a tender process, Vebego evaluated the
chemicals and economic viability of products
from various suppliers in a comprehensive
analysis. The tender started in 2019 and culminated in a decision at the end of 2020.
The decision went in favour of continued
collaboration with Alpheios, which is part of
Vebego International, and a new collaboration
with Tana Chemie. Tana’s products enable a
self-contained cycle both biologically and technically. The company won the German Environmental Award in 2019.
By using Tana products, Vebego significantly
improved its own environmental performance in
just the first year of cooperation:

SAVINGS
CO2

1,809 KG
of crude oil

1,156 KG
of plastic

In the procurement of cleaning machines, we
work together with the companies Kärcher and
Wetrok, which have committed themselves to
manufacturing and working in a resource-conserving manner. When purchasing machines,
we take into account the eco-balance over the
entire life cycle.

5,680 KG
of carbon
dioxide

We use products from green care PROFESSIONAL and the resource savings were calculated based on our calculated (annual) product
quantities.

Kärcher
Whether they are powered via cable, battery or
a combustion engine, the energy efficiency of
Kärcher products never ceases to improve. An
important development in cleaning devices is
the Kärcher eco!efficiency mode, which can be
activated on the fly during ongoing operation.
It automatically controls the machine functions for the greatest possible efficiency. This
reduces the consumption of energy, water and
cleaning agents.
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Sustainable
resource selection
Vebego is always looking for ways to improve its use of resources in a sustainable way. Although we rely on proven models, we also aim to establish Vebego as a leader in newer approaches such as the circular economy.

HOLISTIC ACTION
Over the next few years, Vebego has committed to transforming its 20 branches in Switzerland into
energy-efficient work and office spaces. Vebego Schweiz Holding AG’s headquarters kicked off the
transition by moving from Dietikon to Zurich. In late 2020, the IT department moved into the new
premises of the most modern office building in Zurich. The fact that Vebego AG is also responsible
for all the building’s facility services was another factor in the decision.

‘High and open workspaces instead of closed individual offices. The entry
area is characterised by
a central ‘square’ where
presentations and events
will be held for staff over
the lunch hour.
The move from the somewhat hidden industrial
building in Dietikon into
the city is a reflection of
Vebego’s new ambition: it’s
not just about cleaning and
maintaining buildings any
more – you want to offer
customers an all-inclusive
service so that employees
feel good at work.’
Dr Giuseppe Santagada,
CEO of Vebego Schweiz Holding AG/
Executive Board

Vebego deliberately chose a new office concept for the move: high and open workspaces instead of
closed individual offices. The entry area is characterised by a central ‘square’ where presentations
and events will be held for staff over the lunch hour. The move from the somewhat hidden industrial building in Dietikon into the city is a reflection of Vebego’s new ambition: it’s not just about
cleaning and maintaining buildings any more – you want to offer customers an all-inclusive service
so that employees feel good at work.’

CAR-SHARING
In the year under review, Vebego launched a pilot project with the car-sharing provider Mobility
at the company’s headquarters in Zurich (YOND building). The pilot project lasted from 1 October
2020 to 31 January 2021.
The Mobility offer was aimed at employees who have to travel for business and do not have a company car.
Those who participated in the pilot project were very positive about it. However, due to the coronavirus situation and the associated working from from, Vebego had to pause the project indefinitely,
but will continue it as soon as circumstances are favourable again.
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NEW HEADQUARTERS – YOND IN ZURICH
Vebego Schweiz Holding moved into its new headquarters in Zurich with around 100 employees in
February 2021 and immediately made an impact:

the Yond location in Albisrieden is well connected by public transport, which enabled us to
significantly reduce the number of car commutes to work.

The building is cooled in summer using automatic night ventilation, controlled shading and
a cold water connection from the local spring
in Albisrieden, which is conveyed to the rental
spaces via cooling ceilings.

The building itself was constructed according to Minergie standards and has a 228 kWp
photovoltaic system to cover its entire electricity consumption. There are also numerous
charging points for electric vehicles to support
carbon-neutral mobility.

USING FURNITURE RATHER THAN OWNING
For the furnishings in the work areas in YOND, the focus was on ergonomics and the circular economy. In the spirit of the circular economy, the desktops were bought second-hand from our sister
company Nearly New Furniture and reconditioned; after all, 500,000 tonnes of (office) furniture
end up in waste incineration in Switzerland each year – a huge drain on resources, but still the
standard. Products are regarded as worthless at the end of their life cycle and disposed of. The
answer to this linear economy is circularity. More is achieved with less. It is not only sustainable,
but economical too.
How and where we work – change occurs at breakneck speed. Our workplaces should be multifunctional and keep pace with digitalisation. yourOFFICE is a solution specially developed by
Vebego and its subsidiary Move. It can and should make a significant contribution to achieving the
UN Sustainable Development Goals. The guiding principle is ‘using furniture instead of owning it’.
This significantly extends the life of furniture and costs less for the user. A win-win.
We have set ourselves the goal of establishing ourselves in Switzerland as a leader in the use
of recyclable office furniture, as our parent company Vebego International has done in its home
market of the Netherlands and in Belgium. To achieve this, we are working closely with local
industry and strategic partners, as well as with universities of applied sciences. We always bear in
mind that good workplaces are only good if they are also consistently geared to the needs of the
employees.

i
Cooling takes place through
spring water and the photovoltaic system at the YOND location produces the necessary electricity for all the businesses in the building.
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Reducing
resource consumption
To ensure that our company leaves the smallest possible ecological footprint, we are committed
to using resources sparingly. In 2018, we were able to further reduce consumption in various
areas, and with the introduction of a new waste concept every single employee is now doing
their part to ensure sparing use of our resources.

i
4.2%reduction
in chemicals

i

purchased

Reduction of average fuel con-

sumption from 6.8 l/100 km to 6.58

l/100 km.

CHEMICALS

EMISSIONS FROM
TRANSPORT
‘At the Claraspital today,
I learned how varied our
areas of responsibility are.
I was particularly struck by
how we interact with patients on a daily basis and
what a difference a kind
word can make.’
Philippe Voyame,
Director of Business &
Digital Excellence

In this category, our company measures
fuel consumption, kilometres driven and
the number of vehicles used. Relative
to 2018, the figures have developed as
follows:
Fuel consumption: -3.2 %
Kilometres travelled: +1.0%
Number of vehicles: +6.6%

The trend towards reduction continues,
but in 2020 coronavirus resulted in a
spike in the use of hand and surface
disinfectants compared to previous
years, to the tune of 57,742 kg. Omitting disinfection, however, which had
been relatively negligible in previous
years (less than 1,000 kg per year), the
decrease would have been significant
again in 2020.
2017: 305,627
2018: 294,252
2019: 268,220
2020: 314,528 (of which 57,742 kg were
disinfectants,
without disinfectants: 256,786)
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i
Savings of

i

147 trees or
15.5 tonnesof CO
2

With Mr.

Green and a central
supply station for water, we
protect and reduce the consumption of
recyclable materials.

PAPER CONSUMPTION

RECYCLABLES
MANAGEMENT
The waste disposal concept was also
consistently implemented throughout
the entire site. No workplace is equipped with an individual waste bin.
Disposal is handled entirely via central
disposal points, which provide for the
separation of recyclable materials. For
the recyclables that cannot be separated into dedicated bins, our partnership
with Mr. Green has been retained. This
organisation employs people with a
disability and ensures the separation
and recycling of the recyclable material.
The amount of recyclable materials was
also significantly reduced by adapting
the supply concept. The use of PET bottles was eliminated thanks to a central
supply station. All employees received
a top-quality personal drinking bottle
instead. Disposable cups for coffee and
tea have also been replaced by porcelain
and glass.

The annual volume of paper printed
has been surveyed at Vebego AG for the
headquarters and for all the branches
since 2017. In the base year, 2.24 million
pages were printed. Thanks to various
digitalisation measures, the print volume was reduced by around 30% to 1.59
million pages by 2020. This decline is
particularly evident in the reduction of
coloured prints, which have been reduced by over 60%.
The cumulative reduction of 1.22 million
pages since 2018 equates to a savings of
147 trees or 15.5 tonnes of CO2.
The main drivers of the optimisations
were the following digitalisation initiatives:
• Expansion of the electronic sending
of payroll statements and customer
invoices
• Transmission and documentation of
work orders via the CAFM system app
• Introduction of Follow-Me printing to
avoid misprints
• Digitalisation of personnel files
We will continue our efforts to digitalise
and reduce print volumes in 2021.

Contact
Vebego Schweiz Holding AG
Albisriederstrasse 253
8047 Zurich

info@vebego.ch

www.vebego.ch

+41 43 322 94 94

